Colby's best kept academic secret... see p age 4.

THE ART OF COM PRO MISE

NESCAC p residents reach agreement on NCAAissue
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

After months of debate, the issue of sending NESCAC
athletes to national post-season competition has once again
resurfaced. However, it is far from complete. On April 22, the
presidents of the 11member schools met in Boston to discuss
one of the most fueled debates in the conference's history. In
a unanimous decision, the presidents voted to continue participation in NCAA Division III post-season competition.
The new guidelines for post-season competition involve
the NESCAC becoming a certified playing conference within
NCAA Division III in all eligible sports except for football.
Each season, a conference champion will be crowned and
only that champion team will compete in the post-season.
Herein lies the underlying compromise beneath the issue.
In the fall, students across the NESCAC pushed for a continuation of post-season play as was directed in the conference's
six year experiment, where all qualifying team sports could
pursue NCAA competition. Some presidents balked at the
idea and called for a return to the original NESCAC constitution, allowing for no national competition on the team level.
The compromise that made such a resolution possible is
one that many are hailing as a victory. Both the students whose passionate rallies made headlines across the NESCAC
- and the presidents - who were split on the issue going into
the meeting - see the compromise as promising.
"This really strengthens NESCAC, which was my most
important belief," said Colby president William Cotter, who
was opposed to unrestricted NCAA competition going into
the meeting. "I think it solidifies the conference in a very
exciting way," he said.
This compromise,mentioned by many presidents months
ago, allows for the best team in the conference to advance.
The new system will take approximately three years to
implement,which is the number of years it takes to become a
certified playing conference. For now, athletic'directors will
develop models and timetables of transition into the new
system.
The press release issued by the conference also calls for the
creation of a "conference office" and a "conference coordinator" for the purpose of "record-keeping, research, public
information, and organization of special studies, both academic and athletic, among other duties." This conference
coordinator, who will be hired by the fall of 1998, will work
with the athletic directors to shape the future of the conference in its transition to a playing conference.
Now, coaches across the conference are looking at this
compromise and at how it will affect their sports.
"I think it shows tremendous vision by the presidents,"
said Colby hockey and golf coach Jim Tortorella. "The current
structure we have now (in determining post-season qualification) is very difficult/' he said. "Mow we know that the
bottom line is you have to win against the other NESCAC
schools. Is everyone going to be happy ? No. Is it a step in the
right direction? Yes, I think it is."
A proposal from the NESCAC hockey coaches will keep
the teams in the ECAC for scheduling purposes. Then at the
end of the season, a round-robin NESCAC tournament will
crown a conference champion, who will advance to the
NCAAs, By selecting the advancing team through competition, the possibility of a "Cinderella team" advancing is
always present - something that can't happen if the team is
chosen simply from its national ranking or record.
Other coaches have not been as receptive to the new
proposal. "I don't know about this 'one team moves on'
proposal and I don't know if it will stick," said Fran Shields,
coach of Connecticut College's men's lacrosse team. "We're
looking at a situation that could mean the rich get richer."

Echo file p hoto
Colby teams will be eligible to compete in NCAAs.
"There could become a problem where the league is
divided into the 'haves' and the 'have nots'," said Colby
lacrosse coach David Zazzaro, whose team is on the verge of
gaining a berth in NCAA competition for the first time ever.
"It will put a higher scrutiny on coaching and a lot of pressure
on the kids. I do like the fact that , for a school like Colby, it
does help us solve the ever-present problem of scheduling.
But I think this could be a compromise that limits the overall
exposure of one of the best conferences," he said.
The NESCAC coaches will be submitting their recommendations concerning their specific program to the presidents
during this process. Whether the conference champion should
be determined by national rank or whether there will be a
conference tournament will be up to the coaches to suggest,
but will be ultimately decided by the presidents.
Cotter, who has made his support for a NESCAC tournament known,hopes to see tournaments like the one proposed

for hockey become common in the conference.
The issue of academic interference willbe greatly lessened
by the compromise. With only one team for each sport moving on to national play, the number of teams playing in games
tha t interf ere with f inals will be minimized.
"That will be an issue of local option, with in dividual
schools making the decision in each case," said Cott er.
Colby Pr esident Shannon Baker '98 sees this issue as one
that should be f oremost on the administrati on's agenda in the
coming months.
"That, to m e, is the next step the administration needs to
take - clearing up how we are going to address the a cad emic
conf licts," she said. "I'm very pleased that our conference is
being strengthened and I think it was a good compromise. I
just worry about the choice that coaches are going to have to
make [between ECACs and NCAAs.] Overall, I think it's
something Colby can work with."
President John McCardell of Middlebury,who felt strongly
that the NESCAC should remain in NCAA post-season competition, was pleased with the results of the presidents'
meeting and with their ability to come to an effective compromise.
"I think this was a very happy outcome," he said. "All of
us had time to think about the issues, to discuss it widely on
our campuses.Then,when we all got together at the end of the
process, it was remarkable how quickly we came to an agreement,having discussed it on so many levels already," he said.
"This is, by no means, a perfect solution, but it is the least
imperfect solution we could devise," he added.
The NESCAC will have plenty of time to realize and work
out the imperfections surrounding the new solution during
the next three years, and that's something the presidents
count on.
"The reason we're giving ourselves this time is because I
don't think any of us know for certain what the implications
are going to be, sport by sport," said McCardell. "What's
important is that we, the NESCAC, should be the ones to
chose who represents us in the post-season, not the NCAA.
With this new solution, we can do just that."Q
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BY BETSY LOYD

now computer assigned , confusion
has not been eliminated. With building quotas , male and female room s,
special priority to student leaders
(and now their friends ), and squatt ers' rights , this year 's room draw was
not a simple process.
Building quotas and male and fe-
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Presidents ' Council discusses
outing club , cours e credit load
BY PATRICK BEKNAL
StaffWriter

Molecular biologist to speak on Sunday
This Sunday, May 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Page Commons Room
of Cotter Union, John Pagan, a molecular biologist and leader of
a movement to promote alternatives to genetic research will
speak at Colby College. Pagan "stunned the scientific world in
1994" when he returned over $600,000 in grant money given to
him by the National Institutes of Health to fund his genetic
research. Pagan had come to the conclusion that his research
could be dangerous to humanity and was not willing to proceed
with it. Pagan urged other scientists to recognize the potential
dangers of genetic engineering and to pursue safer alternative
methods of research. Pagan's lecture is titled "An Ethical Stand
Against Genetic Engineering." It is open to the public and free of
charge.(AM)

Music at Colby present s "Stravinisky
and His World"
This weekend will mark the finale of the 1997-1998 Music at Colby
concert series. On Saturday, May 2 at 7 p.m. and Sunday, May 3 at 8
p.m., the Colby Symphony Orchestra, the Colby College Chorale and
the Colby-Kennebec Choral Society will perform "Stravinsky and His
World," a concert which will feature orchestral works by composers
who influenced or were influenced by Stravinsky. This concert will be
held in Lorimer Chapel, and is open to the public and free of
charge.(AM)

J-Board application deadline approaching
All freshmen judicial candidates need to submit their application
to the Dean of Students office by 4 p.m. next Monday, May 4. Students
with questions should direct their inquiries to Mike Cuzzi '98 at
extension 4289.
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Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $200 r.t.
Europe $179 o.w. Other world wide destinations
cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE

J oka J oe and everybody at
J okas* hopes everybody has a
great and saf e summer. And
to the graduatin g seniors,
have a gr eat rest of your life.

(Remember to tell tha checker that you are using the
TakeA Professor To Lunth or Breakfast, or Dinner " prog ra mJ
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JUNIORS
Put your skills to work internationally. This time
next year YOU could be packing to go to S.
Africa,Jordan, Paraguay, Thailand or
Uzbekistan, while your friends are scrambling to
find a job. Due to anticipated growth, Peace
Corps is looking to fill hundreds of two-year
assignments overseas that depart May-August
1999. ALL MAJORS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
APPLY. Monthly living stipend, housing transportation to and from host country, and medical/
dental included. Get started early! Send your
application in to us by Jully 31 and interview on
campus this Fall. Visit our webpage at
<www.peacecorps.gov>. For an application, call
(800)424-8580,press 1, ask for ext.674.
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Co in a group!
Crab two or three of your friends and
invite a faculty member to lunch.
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AdQuest classifieds.See us atAmerica East in Booth
F52 (upper level). AdQuest Classifieds. Automotive Market Place.Renting Choices.Stop in for a
personal presentation of allour exciting, revenue-producing Internet products. Learn why AdQuest is the
leader in the Internet classified arena. What do our
customers say? "I don't know why every newspaper
isn't involved." "Our classified incolumn revenue increased by seven to eight percent." Isn't it time you
iound out more about whatAdQuest has to offer? See:
Tom Guest, Kevin Hoppes, Loren Widrick, or Dave
Kiessling for personal demonstration or call 717-3861232 for more information.
HELP WANTED!
Men/Women earn $375 weekly processing/
assembling Medical l.D. Cards at home.
Immedia te openin gs, your local area. Experience unnecessary, will train. Call Medicare! 1541 386 5290 Ext 118M
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Presidents' Council come out in support of moving towards a 128 credit
course requirement at Colby,a change
fromthe present 120 credit course requirement. Duncan cited "wanting to
add value to the Colby diploma" as
the primary reason to support this
change. Duncan also pointed out that
"manyofColby'speerinstitutionshave
already adopted similar measures/'
Some presidents expressed concern
that a move towards the 128 credit
course requirement would result in
less academic freedom for the Colby
studentbody.BradSicchitano'99,SGA
vice-president elect, voiced his opinion against this motion, stating that:
"My administration recognizes
the importance of raising the prestige of the Colby diploma, but that
this isn't the way to go about implementing this change."
Sicchitano s sentiments were
echoed by many members of the
council who voted , 14 to 3,
against supporting this motion.
According to Sunil Thakor ,
'99, representative from the Academic Affairs Committee, the issue is still at hand , despite not
gaining support from Presidents'
Council. The Academic Affairs
Committee (AAC) will vote on
the proposal this Thursday. If the
proposal passes the AAC, the faculty will vote on the issue, as
early as this semester. ?
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Outing club funds, SPB event
funding and graduation requirements were among the topics discussed at last week's Presidents'
Council meeting. This past Thursday, April 23, Presidents' Council
met to discuss these heated campus
issues.
The item at the top of the agenda
involved the controversial issue of the
future of the Outing Club cabin and
property on Great Pond, which is located in the Belgrade Lake region.The
cabin has long beenused by students,
staff and alumni alike for COOT reunions,outingclubandforrecreational
use. In recent years the cabin has become weatheredand dilapidated. The
structural damage to the cabin was
furthered over the course of this past
winter, particularly during the ice
storm, when ice buildup caused the
cabin to literally split into two.Several
membersoftheOutingClubaddressed
the members of Presidents' Council,
stating that the group does not have
the resources necessary to restore the
cabin on its own. The Outing Club
asked the schoolfor funding toputthe
cabin back in serviceable use,reminding the Council that the cabin is available for use by all members of the
Colby community. Presidents' Coun-

cil passed a statementin support of the
OutingClub's proposal. According to
a recent letter from Colby President
William Cotter, addressed to membereoftheCoIbycommuraty/theCollege
hasdeddednottosellthelandwhich the
cabin is situated on at Great Pond. Instead, the College plans to cooiporate
with theOuting Club membersin renovatingthecabinattheexistingsightPlans
for redesign will be presented to college
officials of Friday,May 1.
The next topic discussed at the
meeting involved dorm funding for
campus-wide events. Karen Hoch '00,
representative of Pierce, moved to
amend the SGA Constitution to ensurethat "SPBmembershold theright
to refuse dorm funds towards campus-wideSPB sponsored events in the
casethatthey do notagreewith the use
of that money or if they will not have
adequate funds left over for the use of
the dorm." The amendment came in
response to a recent incident in which
SPB members were asked to take
money out of their dorm funds in an
attempt to solicit a top flight entertainer to come to Colby for Foss Arts
Day. The proposal was written in an
attempt to stop misappropriation of
dorm funds by the SPB, and the council passed the motion.
Presidents'Council also discussed
increasing required course credits for
graduation. Ann Duncan '00, representative of Coburn, moved that the
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Vintag e Clothing

1880s to 1970s
Victorian , Edwardian , Re t ro
4,000 wearable it ems in st ock!

Fri. & Sat., 10-4:30; 635-2698
Main Street., N. Anson; or, on the web
www.vintogeglndrngs .com

RCA—someone to turn to
BY MELISSA GERBI
Staff Writer

We hear rumors every now
and again of some sort of "incident" on campus. Wheth er it
is physical violence or hate
speech , t he emo tional damage
can be severe. Often in an attempt to keep the public focus
away, a victim is reluctant to
turn to someone for hel p.
When the crime is sexual violence, this reaching out attempt can be especiall y painful. A local non-profit organization in Waterville , Rape Crisis Assistance , deals with all
aspects of sexual violence from
harassment and stalking to
childhood sexual abuse. This
organization , for examp le, offers a twenty-four hour hotline
to provide counseling for and
assistance to victims of sexual
assault.
""Ra pe Crisis Assistance
(RCA ) encompasses a lot of
support aspects...60 percent of
RCA is directed towards educational program , 15 percent
towards support groups , while
25 percent of its resources are
for the hotlin e, stated RCA director Melissa Krueger.
At a ny p o in t during a
survivor 's recovery, RCA services are available. Rape Crisis Advocates , who answer the
hotline , have undergone 40
hours of training by an RCA
staff member. They learn the
dynamics of abuse and violations as well as the impacts on
survivors and famil y, members. The training addresses
issues such as childhood
!
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ROOM, continued frompage 1

sexual abu se, cult abuse , manda to ry r ep or t ing procedures ,
suicide assesment , da t e rape ,
sexual harassm ent as well as
counsel ing techniques. An
advocate 's role is t o suppor t
t he survivor and pr ovide informa tion to him or her. The
advoca tes are trained to support both male and female survivors.
RCA' s training course is
called "Sexual Violence and Its
Impa ct" and is offered at various times throughout the year.
The course "is f or men and
women who are interested in
unders t and ing the impac t of
sexual violence in our communities and provide training necessary to Volunteer Advocate. "
Crisis intervention , support
techniques as well as resource
information is provided in the
training course.
"We try to be lookin g at
things in a proactive way, our
services are not just for those
who were assaulted /' stated
Kreuger.
Rape Crisis Assistance is
currentl y undergoing a name
change to address the fact that
many people do not feel comfor ta bl e calling t he line if t hey
have had ano t h er sor t of sexual
violation. According to
Kreug er, "R CA is soon going
t o b e called New Grow th Sexual
Violence and Support Center to
better address its servi ces."
Fam ily memb ers and significan t ot hers are encouraged
t o call the line if th ey to o have
issues t hey wish t o dis cuss.
Rape Crisis Assist ance runs a
local hotline number of 1-800525-4441.Q
* QUALITY Vision Care

• The treatment and management
• Fashion Eyewear

POULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
166 Silver Street
Waterville , ME 04901
(207) 873-3500
Next to Giff ord 's Ice Cream

William J. Henderson , O.D.
Ch arlene Keat in g , O.D.
Philip R. Poulin , O.D.

Because the Residential Life Task Force decided a room.
However, there may not be enoug h space to
to give student leaders special perks, a wrench was
thrown into some rooming plans. Many junior men accommodate people with the lowest lottery numhoped to live in the AMS quads next year. But as bers. These students will live in lounges, but ones
usual, incoming SGA leaders and hall presidents that used to be actual bedrooms until 1981 when the
were allowed room pick prior to room draw. Next Heights were built. The larger amount of rooms on
year's SGA President Ben Langille
'99 and Vice President Brad
Sicchitano '99 each decided to pick
an AMS quad. AMS hall president, John Maddox '99, also chose
a quad. But with only three quads
designated for senior males, no
rooms were available for others.
"What disappointed senior men was that they had
no access to AMS even before room draw began ," said
Johnston.
Additionally, head residents
(HRs) were this year allowed to
choose a room for friends near
their own single. Ron Hammond,
associate dean of students for residential life, suggested that the
Residential Life Task Force provide HRs the opportunity to have
friends live in a "pull-in room," a
double next to or across the hall
from their own single. This would
allow HRs to live near friends and
also have the privacy needed for
the HR position. According to
Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky
Johnston , about half of the HRs
took advantage of this new opPatience was a virtue at Room Draw 1998.
portunity.
This year's room draw had an added headache campus in '81 allowed a room on each floor to
because of Dana's renovation. Since late December, become a lounge in dorms such as Averill ,
Dana's current residents have had to deal with noise Woodman, Foss, Coburn, and Mary Low. These
and frequent power outages. To help compensate for students, who will usually only live in the lounges
these factors, current residents asked to have "squat- for the fall semester, will be given a $200 rebate on
ters' ri ghts," which would allow them first pick their room charge and first choice of whatever rooms
within Dana before it was opened up to the campus are open.
After vacated rooms are filled with sophomores ,
lottery.
Unfortunately, because the dorm will have less Johnston reassigns rooms using a list of people who
inhabitants next year, more people asked for rooms received regular rooms, but don't like the room that
than there were available (next year, Dana will house they're living in. The rooms are filled with priority
166, down from 210 this year) . So, a miniature ver- of seniors, juniors, and then sophomores, and the
sion of room draw was held, which filled all except number used in picking the current room deterfor approximatel y five rooms. Incoming freshmen mines the placement on the list, lowest first (except
will get the remaining rooms and when juniors go in Coburn, where there are few enough people to
abroad next spring, their rooms will be given to use a first come-first serve approach.) This allows
for the people in the poorest rooms to get better
February freshmen.
rooms first.
100
to
120
of
next
Each year, approximatel y
"Most people who don 't like their rooms will
year's sophomores cannot be assigned a room in
April. Yet, once juniors hear that they are accepted live for a semester and then in January or spring
to go abroad , some rooms are vacated. Also, if the semester , with the exodus of juniors going
size of the incoming freshman class is larger than abroad , they 'll have their wishes granted ," said
expected , more seniors may be allowed to live off- Johnston.
Room draw 1998 has now officially come to a
campus, emptying their rooms. By August ,
Johnston will "get back the space for sophomores." close. Who knows what next year will bring...maybe
The sophomores are in fact on a waiting list to get that quad in AMS? ?
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Features
t he difference!
Documentin g the American Dre am BY ANDY MILLER
BY MEGHANN FOYE
Features Editor

What exactly defines a good course at Colby? An
excellent professor? A curriculum that has relevance in
the student's life? The chance to not only learn a wealth of
knowledge,but also valuable skills that can be applicable
in the workplace? Throughout four years at Colby, one
can only hope to find a course that fits these criterion. In
the opinion of the students enrolled in AM 378, the quest
for this type of course has ended.
"American Dreams" is an American Studies course
taughtbyEnglishProfessor PhyllisMannocchi.Thecourse
takesa look at American documentariesand then asks the
students to form groups and produce their own documentaries by the end of the semester. The idea of the
course is to show that a documentary, in terms of the
American Dream,gives a voice to a group of individuals
who usually don't have a voice, or filling in the gaps of
American history.
Members of the class areencouraged to explore different aspects of Maine to find ideas for their productions.
This year's groups are producingfive different documentaries including lobster fishermen, domestic violence,
amateur boxing in Portland,homesteading, and teens in
Waterville.
In intervi ewing memb er s of t he class , one can sense
the passion and excitement each student has for his or her
own topic and the sense of appreciation for the class in
general. A member from the group documenting teens in
Wate rville, Lindsay Hayes '99 says, "We've gotten pretty
passionate about the teens that we've met while working
on this project. We've been working on it for a whole
semester, it would be pretty hard not to."
Many of the students in the class feel that it is the best
class they have ever taken at Colby. One student values
the class because, "It's the ideal Colby project. It encompasses being a member of a group, working independently in that group for the entire semester towards one
specific goal, and getting involved in the community
outside Colby."
Anoth er student str esses th at t he clas s is an exerci se in
working as a member of a team, a quality growing more
and more important in today's workplace. "It's an amazing experience learning to work as a team," says Bess
Johnson '98, a member of the group documenting lobster
fishing in Maine. "How well you can work as a team
measures your success in class as much as the final
project."
Other students in the class enjoy the intense experience of collaboration with team members. "Every single
group has bonded so much,"says Hayes, "we're all lucky
that we are all in such synch."
Aside from learning to work in groups, another valuable part of the classis tlie technical aspect of learning how
to edit film with the help of computers. With the help of
Bill Chinook, a professional filmmaker from The Artists'
Group in Fairfield, the students in "American Dreams"
have learned how to edit tlie numerous hours of footage
they collected this spring. By attending workshops every
Wednesday, students were able to learn how to choose
footage and edit the segments together,using Media 100
equipment.
Tlie students' one frustration with the class,however,
involved Colby's lack of equipment. In describing the
funding for the class,one student comments, "if s been an
awful situation."
"We couldn't start working with the editing devices
untilwewerehalfway through,"saysKarenaBullock'99.

All of the members of the group depicting Waterville
teens agreed working with the outdated equipment was
a disgrace. It was only through the help of Chinook that
the class was able to use computers in the editing process.
"If I had the choiceto givemoney to one class, it would be
this class," says Hayes. Funding for this class has always
been a problem for the four year duration of the program.
Students were forced to stop production of their documentaries two years ago because of lack of funding.
Despite this glitch in the American Studies course,all
of the students agree that every other part of the program
has been a wonderful experience, including working
with Professor Mannocchi.Both groups interviewed concluded that Mannocchi was completely "supportive,and
always showed so much confidence in all the groups."
"She was as passionate about our projects as we are,

Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Alison Bornstein '98, Alyssa Giacobbe '98 ,
Lindsay Hayes '99, Karena Bullock e99 and
Nellie Chisholm '98 of the American
Dreams Class.

and often came into the editing room at ten at night to see
how everything was going," says Nellie Chisholm '98.
Luckily for the students, their professor was always
there for them in what one student describes as a "totally
consuming process" of editing the footage. Students describe the process of editing the projects as crazy. "You
sort of lose it this week," says Bullock, "You forget how to
function."
Each group is allotted five days of around the clock
editing time with the equipment,and afterwards the bins
of saved footage on the computer get erased. Students
must go through roughly eleven hours of film to find
about 40 minutes or so of usable footage for the final 15
minute piece. "We found ourselves fighting over seconds
of footage," says Hayes.
The groups were all in agreement that "American
Dreams" is Colby 's best kept secret. "It's this wonderful thing, that nobody reall y knows about, but is
one of the best classes at Colby," says one group
member. All of the students felt that the finished
product was representative of the countless hours of
work put into a specific goal and they felt a strong
sense of achievement because of it. "It's the greatest
project I've ever done at Colby," says Maggie
Drummond '98,
The documentarieswill all be finished in the upcoming week and will be shown for the first time in a presentation on Friday, May 8th at 7 p.m. in Given auditorium
All are invited to attend, but Mannocchi is hoping that
many faculty and administration attend so that the class
can receive recognition for all the great work that it has
done.Q
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Staff Writer

consumption. While Olestra
has not instigated such a reaction in everyone, there have
been documented casesof adverse
reactions to the effects of the
fat substitute. In the April 6
edition of Boston College's
campus paper, The Heights, a
senior recalled the "Wow!"
potato chips story her
roommate's cousin told her
when she explained , '"I swear
there was a layer of grease in
the toilet after I went to the
bathroom/"' Dining hails at BC
have been selling products
from the "Wow!" brand since

Assnack-food enthusiastscontinue their search for the magic
alternative to the grease and grime
thatgivepotato chipstheir fat and
guilt, Frito-Lay claims to have
found the answer.
The snack-food giant recently announced a new addition to its chips. It will be making its new and hopefully
healthier "Wow!" line of chips
available in the popular Lay's,
Ruffles, and Doritos brand
snacks. The new fat-substitute Fphmarv and fhrnti crh their
first two
Olestra , :
weeks
shrouded I
•
._
t h e
in controversy
I wouldn't try them if someone s n a c k s
h a d
for sevgave
me
a
bag
for
free.
b e e n
eralyears,
-Liz Hanson '01 selling
is the key
briskly
to Fritowith
no
L a y 's
c o m ability to
retain the snacks'traditional taste p laints from students about diyet also, as they claim, provide a gestive complications.
Don't look for the brand to aphealthy alternative to the original
pear any time soon at Colby,howrecipes.
First identified about 30 ever. A few sample packs were reyears ago as a viable fat-substi- ceived at the Spa from Frito-Lay,
tute by Procter & Gamble, the explains Kim Boyce,managerof the
health benefits of Olestra have Spa, "I had a bag,just to try them. I
been a continuing debate found they were really greasy and
among the food , drug, and salty. I wouldn't buy them if I saw
health communities. In early them in a store."
While many students a.re
1996, the Food & Drug Association approved Olestra for pub- largely unfamiliar with the still
lic consumption only after nine developing fat substitute, some
years of debate that have yet to who do know about it have exprovide a definitive conclusion. pressed concern with trying the
"Wow!"brand chips boast of hav- new snack. "I wouldn't try them
ing 30-50 percent fewer calories if someonegaveme a bagforfree.
than traditional chips. Olestra I'd rather take my dilutees with
serves as an artificial fat that en- the real fat instead of trying that
ables these snacks to taste fatty stuff. There's just too much
without any of the fat being di- people don't know about it," exgested. Here is where the contro- plains Liz Hanson '01.
versy begins.
Karen Lee '00 also expresses
Olestra, made by the Olean skepticism about the benefits of
company, is derived from a the fat substitute, "If they can fix
combination of vegetable oil all the side effects then I might
and sugar and manufactured in give it a shot But if it still proa form larger than a normal fat vokes anal leakage and stuff like
molecule. The body, conse- that then I won't touch it with a
quently, is unable to digest the ten-foot pole."
substance which is passed
What Olestra allegedly
through the digestive system, saves in terms of fat consumpMeanwhile, Olestra discour- tion, it h as mor e than ma de up
ages the absorption of certain for in controversy. In recent
vitamins and nutrients. To com- months the debate over its
pensate, vitamins A, D, E, and healthfulness has made more
K have been added as supple- ripples than a family size bag
ments to the snack chips.
of Ruffles. This combination
Pac k ages f or "Wow!" brand of controversy and dissatisfacchips include a health warning tion with taste, however, will
that identifies the risk of ab- keep "Wow!" potato chips from
dominal cramping and loose making an appearance on the
b owels as a result of Olestra Hill in the foreseeable future.Q
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Thirteen time 's the charm

F Tumble to an
up beat

BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

BY DAN MACCARONE

After the successful SOBHU
Talent show, and the always selfdegrading Mr. Colby Pageant,the
International Club sponsored its
own showcase of talent this past
Saturday evening with the 13th
Annual International Extravaganza.
Afterseveral remarksfrom Dean
Janice Kassman, who thanked the
twenty-five host families living in
and around the Colby community,
Master of Ceremonies Michael
Farrell '00 sang a quick Armenian
song and kicked the show into second gear.
Coordinated by Ying Lin '98, the
Extravaganza had participants ranging from students to professors to
little children to other Colby faculty.Dana'sRamon Managad,originally from the Philippines, opened
the show with two songs, "If" and
Simon and Garfunkel's "The Boxer,"
on the acoustic guitar. Following
Ramon was a Rhumba and Merengue demonstration that ,
though well choreographed , did
not show the blatantly sexual
nature of the dances, though, according to one student, this may
have been because several deans
were sitting in the front row.
In the middle of the first act
Farrell announced that President
Cotter could not attend due to business he had elsewhere, but that he
had sent a cake congratulating the
International Club for their efforts
this year. By simply showing the
cake, a sugar high seemed to set in
among theperformers,as Professor
Nikky Singh beautifull y recited an
Indian poem and a group of students performed an authentic African dance, paving the way for the
highlight of the Extravaganza: the
International Fashion Show, coordinated by Serena Ross '01, which
represented countries such as India , Pakistan , Japan, Thailand ,

A&E Edit or

Echo photo by Krikor Dag lian
International clothing was modeled at last Saturday 's
extravaganza.
China, Africa and then after a short lowed by an impromptu "Happy
intermission, students modeled Birthday" to Chen who was celgarb from Western Samoa, Alaska, ebrating her nineteenth birthday.
Closing out the show were two
Bolivia,Hungary, Russia,Germany,
contrasting performances including
Colby, and Brooklyn.
In what may have been one of Ying Lin's impressive rendition of
the most moving excerpts of the "Offsprings of the Dragon," a song
showJoli Lacson '01 and Language which refers to the Chinese belief
Assistant Christoph Vojc played that their ancestor is the Great
guitar and sang James Taylor's Dragon. The final performance, an
"You've Got a Friend" to Assistant improvised tap routine by Michelle
Dean of Students Susan LaFleur Farrell '01, informed the audience
who, according to Lacson, did her of her history with tap dancing while
job so well that "no international keeping a wide smile on her face
and driving the audience to laughstudent was deported this year."
The music of the show was one ter.
Overall the International Exof the best aspects of the show and
travaganza
was an undeniable hit,
just continued to get better and better. Jessica Torres '00, accompanied allowing cultures from all over the
on guitar by La cson, sang a beauti- globe to come together under one
ful rendition of "Has Amado a Una roof and show what they had to
Mujer de Veras," originally done in offer. Each performance offered a
Eng lish by Bryan Adams. Later unique perspective and entertained
Donna Chen '01 and Rob Gutierrez in new ways. Colby looks forward
'98, again accompanied by Lacson, tp another, perha ps even bigger Exsang a Chinese duet called travaganza with, h opeful ly, an even
"Mingming Baibai Wo de Xin," fol- larger cake.Q

As usual,theater at Colby this
year has primarily focused on
dramaticperformance with very
little emphasis on dance besides
the fall dance concert and Powder and Wig's production of
Paula Vogel's "The Baltimore
Waltz." As such,this weekend's
Performing Arts and Colby
Dancers' Spring Dance Concert,
appropriately titled "Up Beats,"
is a refreshing change, allowing
a different take on communication, form and entertainment.
Ten choreographers put together an eclectic collection of
nine dances running the gammit
from dark and spooky to modern arid/or just plain weird. From
whatever era each choreographer took her music, they are all
performed with extreme precision and unique flash.
Opening the concert is one of
the most breathtaking dances of
the night choreographed by Lisa
Cardillo '00 entitled "Contention." Her company of fifteen
dancers roll, sweep and tumble
all over the stage,some in purple,
othersin orange leotards,to Scott
Weiland's "Great Expectations"
hit "Lady,Your Roof Brings Me
Down"and assorted score from
Disney's "The Lion King." The
tumbling is really what makes
this dance,asperf ormers do cartwheels and tripple back handsprings throughout the course
of the piece,continually topping
the last move.
"This is a purely creative process,"says Cameron Frothingham
'98, who, with no prior technical
experience,designed lightsfor two
pieces in the concert.
Fro thingham is only on e
among the six designers for "Up

Seniors leave mark with art show in Bixler
Michael Corr, the culmina tion of

je cts and materials that are identifi- from the gallery space. Michael Corr,
year-long independent projects un- able, bu t uses them in ways t ha t a computer science major and selfCopy Editor
der the guidance of a faculty mem- contradict these ideas. Colman, a taught animator, has worked with
stud io and ar t history maj or, will the ma t h, studio art, an d compu t er
ber.
Kren icky, a sculpture student show a collection of sculpture whose science departments and media serTh ink you need to be an art maan
d
studio art major , will include forms have been abst ract ed from vices to create a three-dimensional
jor to have your own show? Not so!
Five Colby seniors will exhibit their inst alla t ions entitled "Epidiascope," na tural landscapes and architectural animation piece called "Metamorar twork in t he museum from May 7 mean ing an op ti cal instrumen t forms,par ti cularly the Gothic. They phic Epiphany."It features an origito 24. The show includes Senior wh i ch projects b oth clear and are made of welded steel, housed in nal story, runs four mi nutes and
Scholar projec ts from Devin opaque objects. Her art is concerned wooden boxes, and lit from within includes a sound t rack an d soun d
Colman, Elizabeth Krenicky, and with identity, and she includes ob- to crea te an interior space separate effect s.

BY JOANN HARNDEN
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Allison Brown, an English major , will exhibit her three-dimensional paintings of faces entitled
"Mixed Emotions" along w it h
later de velopmen t s in her st u d y
of color t he ory wh ich focus on
landscape. Deborah Shea, a sociology major , will show photographs d ep ict i ng h er commun it y
of fr i en d s an d studen t li fe a t large
at Colb y.Q
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Beats," and of the six, though
the range of experience traverses
little to professional, each piece
has its own delicate touch provided from the personality of
both choreographers and designers.
"I tried to create a subtext/'
continues Frothingham,comparing his ideas for lights with the
way in which he prepares for
roles when he acts. "The song is
a story. I took the subtext Iwould
have created as an actor and tried
to create it through light."
Through colors and levels
of light, the dancers smoothly
traverse the stage, often encountering foreign objects as
part of the set. Three of the
pieces truly innovate unique
styles with the space. Gail
Hofman '99 J's "Expressions
of Self ," flies ropes in from
above, allowing the dancers
to create ri pp ling shapes,
while Sarah Felice '98 incorporates metal sculptures by
her father and yards of glistening,elastic fabric in her piece
"Potential." The final piece of
the concert, choreographed by
Visiting Professor Ann Ross
uses water, slides and improvisation to allow the dancers to
create a virtually new piece every night.
From Michelle Farrell 'Ol's
"Sounds of the Street" tap piece
which she describes as mimicking the "beautiful sounds, cacophonous sounds, strange and
simple sounds" of everyday life
to Amy Walker '99's boldly and
somewhat humorous take on
Tracy Chapman's "One Good
Reason," "Up Beats" is a must
see. It's culture, entertainment,
with a bit of flair rolled together
more tightly than a Beef Caesar
Wrap at Bob's. Definitely check
it out.Q
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Seniors lost this lotter y

ARGHHHH! The familiar cries of agony heard ar ound campus
the past two weeks can only mean one thing: it's room draw time
again at Colby College. At an institution that prides itself on its
organizational skills, room draw remains a blemish on an otherwise
spotless record. Colby can send 500 Cooters loose in the Maine
wilderness each fall without any major screwups , and organize online ballots and class registrations. The College, however , has still
yet to come up with a sensible, organized and fair method of room
selection.
Room Draw 1998 was simply chaotic . Dana room retention ,
AMS class percentages , quot as...the list goes on. Room draw has
gotten to be so complicated and so unorganized that it is literall y
impossible to comprehend what actuall y occurs (see page 1). Ot
utmost concern this year were senior housing and Dana retention.
To be blunt , this year the class of 1999 got screwed. Future Colby
seniors will get to enjoy an all-senior apartment complex, while the
class of 1998 got to christen AMS. So why exclude the current junior
class from enjoying the same luxury? In addition , every last male
quad in AMS was taken before room draw even began! Something
has gone horribl y awry.
Ahhhh....Dana. Last year 's most dreaded dorm is now considered to be one of the hottest dorms to live in on campus. This year,
anyone living in Dana was given the option of choosing to live there
next year. At first , this appears to be fair. Living in Dana has been
akin to living next door to a nuclear bomb testing facility. However ,
last year students living in the East or West Quad , Hillside or
Averill , who were also awakened at the crack of dawn by bulldozers
and jackhammers during the construction of AMS did not receive
any such restitution. We need consistency to limit the ire of the
student body on this extremel y volatile issue.
Room draw has simply gone out of control. These are only two,
however major concerns with the present system. There is no doubt
in our minds that there are many, many more.

Don't blame Securit y for ru les
With the end of the year quickl y approaching, we may feel that
now is a time to kick back and relax the rules a bit. This could not
be more evident than how we behaved Saturday night The Colby
Emergency Response (CER ) team was on full alert , Safety and
Security whisked from building to building, and the Health Center
had a standing room only crowd. It was loud, messy, and well, fun.
But it was also way out of hand .
There were numerous complaints that Security was on a rampage this weekend. They had to be, because the rules and regulations were being broken all across campus. Forget about a keg line
in the Heights, how about the line of kegs flowing in to the
dormitory. Unfortunatel y, not all of them were exactly legal. What
is supposed Security supposed to do? Look the other way? And if
they do and someone gets alcohol poisoning, who do you think gets
sued? If you're walking around with an open container , especiall y
if you are under twenty-one , don 't go crying to Security that they're
not letting you break Maine State law.
The Last Day of Loudness is coming, but there is no reason to
expect Security to suddenl y forget the rules. We may act like we live
in a bubble , but we have not yet seceded from the Union. Until then ,
give CER and Security a break. If you want a keg, fill out a party
form. If you're going to drink , find out where your line between a
good time and a stay at a Garris on-Foster luxury suite exists. And if
you get caught, you have no one to blame but yourself.
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Letters

SOBHU questions Echo 's choices in coverage

Weare writing in regardtothe lack
of recognition and support exhibited
by staff writers of the Echo who neglected toprovideany coverageon the
successful SOBHU Talent Showcase
held this past Friday April 17.
We are undeniably disappointed,
saddened,and disgustedbythisoccurrence seeingthat the event induded 18
faculty and staff membersasjudges in
addition to the plethora of students
who participated and attended the
show. This show provided entertainment and talent from an array of students and student organizations such
as the Colby Christian Fellowship,
Colby Improv,Colbyettes,Colby Martial Arts,Bubba Toba,Colby Soundsof
Gospel, and Asian Cultural Society,
Asian Student Association,Society Organized Against Racism, as well as
members of Students Organized for
Blackand Hispanic Unity.
We would not be so bothered by
this neglect had not ample coverage
and publicity been given to the latest
Mr. Colby and International Extravaganza events.Infact,somuchpublicity
wasgivento the International Extravaganza that two articles were written
priortotheeventOnewhereSOBHU's
Talent Showcasewas insultingly used
as a plug for the Extravaganza.
ItistruethatbothMr.Colby andthe
International Extravaganzahave had
reputationsprior to this year;however
by your absence of both coverage and
attendancetotheSOBHUTalentShowcase there is no possibilityfor show to
gain any equal reputation or deserved

recognition for the readers who could
not attend.
The SOBHU Talent^ Showcase was
accompanied not only by 18 faculty
and staff members, various student
groups,andorganizations,buttheevent
suiprisinglypackedthePageCommons
Room on a Friday night which is not a
regular occurrence at Colby.
WecontactedtheEc/ioseveraltimes
and didnotreoeiveasatisfiactoryexplanation for thisneglect.Furtherwehave
yet to uncover the reasons why Echo
staff writers felt the need to ignore
SOBHU's extraordinary event. The
event was well publicized the entire
weekwithfluorescentgreentabletents,
bright posters, a press release, and a
hugeoolorfulbaimerhangingfromCotter Union. We were initially told that
budget cut-backs prevented an article
ontheTalentShowfrombeingprinted.
Later still, we were told that no staff
writerattendedtheshowandtherefore
could not cover the event. This is simply unacceptable.
This show was a spectacular example of how different students from
different backgrounds could unite together and demonstratetheir diversity
from modeling,to singing,to dancing
to comedy,and todramaticexpression.
TheSOBHUTalentShowcasehaditall,
and the Echomissed it...
We cannot help but wonder the
motivationsbehind the lack of enthusiasm and support the Echo has demonstrated, but it sends us [members of
SOBHU who spent hours and hours
oigartizingthisevent]themessagethat

you[the Echo]are neitherareconcemed
or feel obligatedto your responsibility
of indusionand diverserepresentation
of campus events. It further amplifies
our struggles of exclusion,
marginalization, and racial prejudice
on this campus.
Thank you for listening. There is a
copy of the Talent Showcase available
on video if the Echo feels so moved to
recognize their responsibility.

ing or helping students revise
their papers, and that she was
too conscientious to refuse the
overtime work. So if Tofti was
sent home because she was ill
and unable to fulfill her duties
any longer, why was no one from
the administration and almost no
one from the Spanish department
there on the day she left , to thank
her for the huge amount of work
she had done during the first semester?
For us, Colby was and still is a
great experience. We have met
wonderful people, excellent professors, and we are all very grateful to the community for letting
us take an active part in its life ,
However, Toni' s story was a low
point in our Colby experience,
Looking at the way Toni's case
was dealt with, we must conclude

that language assistants are actually not considered part of the
Colb y Community by the administration where "members ...bear
a special responsibility, in all of
their words and actions, to honor
and protect the rights and feelings of others." We believe that it
was the duty of the community
to support Toni when she felt
insecure. Obviously this is not
how Toni was treated.
We remember Toni as a selfless language assistant and an
excellent student, But we miss
her as a cheerful and understanding friend.

Chera D.Rodgers '98
Mayra E. Diaz '98
Editor's Note- There is a very simple
reasonwhy the SOBHUTalentShowwas
not coveredlast weekwhile the International Extravaganzawas-the reporter assigned to the Extravaganzadid herjob, the
one assigned to the Talent Showdid not.
Dan Maccarone
, A&E editor,assigned a
reporter to cover the show, and gave the
showpriorityonefor thesection.Unfortunately,the reporter refused toresponduntil
Monday.Only thendidzvelearnshehadn't
doneherjob.Deadlinepressuresforcedus
to
go withthestorieswehad available.
Tlie Echodid not purposely ignore the
event.Our reporting staff is unpaid, and
personal pride in their own work is their
only incentive.Apparently the reporter in
question(not thestaff in its entirety) f e l tshe
had somethingbetter to do Friday night.
A member of SOBHU did contact
us on Thursday, and Mr. Maccarone
explained the above at that time. Our
response may not be satisfactory, but it
is the sole explanationf or the lackof coverage. -MT

Goodbye Toiii
The following letter was written
before last week's issue.
As language assistants, as
well as Tohi's friends, we have to
say that we remain shocked and
saddened by the way Toni was
treated by the administration in
February. Regardless of the reasons why she was fired, it seems
to us that actions were taken
against Toni with complete disrespect of her dignity.
We are not in the position to
jud ge anyone, since there are still
many details of the story that we
don't know. But what strikes us
is that Toni was sent home because of a supposed mental illness that was never properl y diagnosed. We know, and those of
you who worked with her will
agree , that Toni was often busy
until early in the morning tutor-

Daniel Lourie , Christop h
Vojc , Wan-Lin Hung, and
Biandin Bricka
Russian, German, Chinese and
French Language Assistants

Bravo to Colby communi ty for caring
On Sunday, April 19, over 230
Colby volunteers headed out
with a mission in the community
of Waterville. They were involved in 14 local projects in this
2nd annual Colb y Cares Day oneday service event. As 1 armed
volunteers with rakes and
brooms , everyone was so excited
to be lending a hand to area
oragnizations from the Maine
Children 's Home , to Ken-A-Set ,

to local elderl y citizens, to volunteers that came back finished
with their clean-up at the Homeless Shelter who then picked up
litter on campus. I have received
numerou s phone calls and letters thanking all of the volunteers that gave up a few hou rs on
a Sunday to make a difference in
the larger community in which
we live. Often , we can become so
absorbed in our lives here on

May flower Hill that we neglect to
see the positive ways we can impact
the community. I hope everyone
realizes how much Colby's image
can be enriched by the random acts of
kindness we can do. Thank you to all
students, faculty, staff , and families
who made this day such a huge
success.
Rebecca Solomon '00
Colby Volunteer Center Director

"Out to Lunch" not the same old ba g

Before the semester slips away
from me, I would like to thank all
those students who took me to lunch
this year. I think this "Take a Faculty Member to Lunch" program at
Colby is terrific. The students not
only took me away from my mun-

dane peanut butter and jelly sandwiches but also shared some of their
world - thei r likes and dislikes, interests and aspirations. It's important for me, as a teacher, to be aware
of these things in order to be more
effective in the classroom. Of course,

one can also tell quite a lot about a
person by what he or she eats. Pass
the dessert! And have a great summer.
John Graham
Geology Depar tment

Op inio ns

One last complaint
BY DAVID FENTON
Opinions Editor

In my final piece for the Colby
Echo,I would like to share with you
a belief that I have developed over
the last semester. People love to
bitch. I personify this point every
week in my articles. But for those
people who are unaware,the differencebetween myself and everybody
else is that I am always right. The
staff at the Echo has recognized this
by promising to rename the paper
"The Colby Fenton" next year.
My final act as opinions editor is
to tell everybody to quit bitching.
All the whining on this campus
makes me sick. Not surprisingly I
nauseate myself on a regular basis.
So to get to the point, unless I have
personally told you otherwise,youare
no more important than anybody else

BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

On the Echo quote board from
1995 - '96 a former editor is cited as
saying that someone "must have
been reading Dan Maccarone when
she said 'this is vomit.'" How true.
This is probably a thought not uncommon to the Colby community.
Vomit or not, though, every word
that I've written for this paper has
had some effect on most readers'
minds (even if that effect was,
"hmm, this article is too long, I need
some more fro-yo).
All too often people at Colby
bitch and moan about aspects of
this campus, this paper, Student
Government, etc. and then proceed
to act on their complaints in the
admirable, apathetic Colby way by
doing absolutely nothing. Over the
past four years, during hundred of
meals in numerous dining halls, I
have heard conversations escalating from whispers to shouting about
the lack of "fun" weekend events on
campus or the fact that illiterate
polar bears living in the subarctic
temperatures of Antarctica can
string words together in a comprehensive sentencebetter than a member of the Echo staff. But these are
simply conversations. Very few
people write a letter to the paper or
stood up to Presidents' Council tell-

BY TARA D. FALSANI
StaffWriter

on this campus. Therefore,if you have
a problem,you should either do something about it or shut your trap. I will
now address some of the issues that
people bitch about for too much and
offer some brief solutions.
Problem:I have too much work.
Solution: You are either taking too
many sciences or you care too much.
Academic apathy is the answer to
your prayers.
Problem: My social life at Colby
sucks. Solution: Visit some of the
folks in Coburn - now there is a lack
of a social life. Observe these people
and feel lucky.
Problem:Idon'tthinktheEc/K?covers (insert club or team here) enough.
Solution: The Echo isn't exactly rolling in the money. We have limited
resources and a limited number of
reporters. Deal with it.
Problem: Security treats me unfairly. Solution: Stop openly bring-

ing kegs into dorms and drinking
40s in the hallway. Do you think
Security is just going to pass this
over?
Problem: I don't like lentil balls
at Foss. Solution: Quit whining and
eat them anyway. Foss happens to
be the only place outside of the
Middle East that offers this international delicacy. Terry has a price on
his head for offering this food to
Colby students at all. Show some
respect. I'll show you lentil balls...
Anyway, that is my final piece
of wisdom (read bitching) for the
year. If you have any problems
that you want to dump on the
campus, feel free to join the Echo
staff and go nuts. Otherwise f eel
free not to join the Echo, and to
complain about things from the
comfort of your own room. Just
remember not to take things too
seriously and enjoy yourself.?

ing them exactly what they are doing wrong, and then offer constructive criticism.
Is this completely lethargic,passive attitude due to the fact that one
can now find an episode of "The
Simpsons" on some cable channel
twenty four hours a day, 365 days a
year? Or is it simply because no one
really knows specifically what would
improve the campus? Personally, I
think more streakers through Cotter Union at noon on a weekday
would do it.
There are several outlets on campus for students and faculty to get
their opinions across, but ra rely do
people use them. If you have a complaint about anything you can write
a letter to the editor, get a radio
show on WMHB, talk to your hall
president, or, hey here's an original
idea,we could just get off our flabby
potato butts and do something. If
yon don't like the Echo, for instance,
write an article yourself that you
think students will like. Or,hey even
better, start your own rival newspaper. There are alread y a few
NESCAC schools with more than
one student newspaper. Perhaps
making an effort instead of sitting
back and flapping our pie-holes in
between tosses on the die table or
bites of a Colby 8 will improve the
general mood on campus.
I've been writing for this paper
since my freshman year and , in or-

der to write somewhat interesting
articles (not something that I necessarily do), I tend to keep tabs on
what other writers complain about.
Do you know how may articles have
been printed about the state of the
alcohol policy? dive rsit y? smoking?
affirmative action? About two thousand, six hundred and fifty three in
ninety-six issues.
This may lead you to the same
thought it led me: when people
grumble too much, everyone begins tuning out and watching reruns of "My Two Dads". Perhaps
the overwhelming series of similar
complaints about identical issues
explains the sudden surge in popularity of mindless "bands" like
Aqua , the Spice Girls, and Hanson.
So, Colby, as I prepare to end a
four year series of complaints,
whines, jibes and jeers, I wonder
what it has all meant. Obviously, if
my opinions can draw the responses
I have (my favorite still being the
person who wrote a letter,in reponse
to my feeling that we need alcohol
deliveries on campus to avoid car
accidents , saying that since she,
while six months pregnant, walked
to a near-by liquor store, Colby students can do the same thing), then
anyone can get people thinking.
How can any of us sit idly by and
watch as we perceive everything
around us to crumble? If the school
See LETHARGICon page 10

Stand up or shut up

Survi val of th e fittest
Generally, Miller Library is
an innocuous place wherepeople
study, research, or air their new
colognes. Students smile at one
another, and there is no overcrowding. Sadly, this harmony
will end as the traditional delight
known as Exam Week draws
near. As I approach my last endof-semester crunchhereatColby,
I realize that the grittier lessons
in life can be learned in Miller
Library.
I speak,of course,of the Social
Darwinism that rules our Library
during exam time. Survival of
the fittest prevailsas truth:you've
got to have strength, cunning,
and adaptability if you want to
surviveExamWeekinMiller. The
reason for such a cut-throat environment?The onslaught of interlopers who have previously not
set foot in the library will create a
sudden and unforeseen lack of
space. They will thought lessly
usurp your favored "spot." To
secure your spot, you need to be
strongenoughtogetthereateight
a.m. You need to be cunning
enough to leave your stuff there
and go back home to bed. Likewise, you need use that cunning
to check out all the books you
need and hoard them. Most importantly, you need to adapt to
the normativebehavior of whichever floor you can hack, or you
may well be weeded out. .
Adaptability is the toughest
and the most integralcomponent.
Let's begin on the bottom level.
Thebasementisa mystery to most
students. What is down there? It
is a swamp of periodicals and
unknown organisms. If we go a
little higher, we find that the first

floor is more complicated. The
students on the first floor must
have immense levels of concentration, for they chat continuously, while maintaining the
spirit of studying for exams. If
the reference librarian were to
provide full-bar services and a
band,the first floor would be only
slightly more distracting. Going
higher still, the second floor requires an awareness of moderation. People there genuinely need
to accomplish a certain amount
of work, but it is still acceptable
to find your friends and recount
the post-mortem party details.
The catch is that you have to
whisper and you can't carry on
too long. To reach this equilibrium is laudable, but even from
the second floor, it is still a long
ascent to The Third Floor.
The constituents of the Third
Floor havea tacit and sacred pact.
There willbe no utterances,there
will be no squirming, and there
will be no registration of facial
expression. The Third Floor is all
business. The students who survive there are the most adaptable
of any. Through much research, I
have discovered the reason why
the Third Floor is totally silent
and still. These Third Floor students are on a higher evolutionary plane than most: they have
developed a trait of mental telepathy. They do not even NEED
to speak. If you climb to this territory and violate the pact of silence, the people there will view
you as a weak link in their species. You will likely be relegated
to a lesser level before long. :
This is the harsh reality of
Miller Library during exam week.
Even for the most dedicated Library-goer, it's tough ' love in
there. It's a lesson in survival of
the fittest.^
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What will be the most important issue facing Colby next year?
"The lack of Sandman [Sandler.]"
—Brad Selig '99 and Sean Sandler '98

"The alcohol policy."
—James Mason '00

"The lack of something fun to do."
—Courtney Cataldi '98 and Kati e Taylor '98
Echo vhotos by Knstina Smith

Gospel celebration lifts voices in Lorimer
BY ADAM DE HAVENON
Staff Writer

Although Black History
Month was February, last Sunday the celebrations for it were
revived by the Gospel Choir of
the Union Baptist Church.
Through the efforts of the Colby
College Black History Month Celebration, the Choir came up from
Cambridge, MA. to give a concert of gospel music. Their presence was welcomed by people
who came to experience gospel
music for the first time or the
thousandth time. The concert was
entitled "Lift Every Voice: Liberation and Celebration Through
Gospel Music."
Upon entering the Chapel one
could easily discern that an interesting experience was going
to take place. The concert began
at 4 p.m. when Professor Cheryl
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Townsend Gilkes, of Colby's African American Studies department, introduced the director of
the choir, Dr. George Thorn.
Thorn, who has a doctorate in
Psychology from Boston University, is an impressive man with a
strong and soothing voice. He
introduced himself and then
promptly asked the audience to
be loud and use their voices,
something many were not accustomed to doing in a church.
Thorn played the electric organ and was accompanied by a
drummer and a bass guitar
player. Together they started the
concert with a slow beat that
gained speed as the doors to the
chapel opened and two at a time,
people came in. The people continued to file in, as they slowly
danced up the aisles in a shuffle
like way. They all wore colorful
robes and everyone had a smile
across their faces as they orga-
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nized into a choir on the stage.
The choir looked to be about forty
people strong, complete with a
front row of enthusiastic children.
After everyone was on stage,
President William R. Cotter came
to the front of the chapel to give
a short welcome speech. In addition to thanking Gilkes for makingthe event happen,Cotter commented that, "the bridge of music is one of the great gifts of
African Americans to the country." This was tp be proven true
as the first half of the concert
commenced.... Immediately following Cotter's welcome, the
audience sang along with the
choir for "Lift Every Voice,"
which was printed.on the back of
the program. All of the voices
singing the hymn together
brought to mind the history of
the song and its importance to
the African American community.
For the first half of the concert, the choir sung "Omnipotent," "Call on the Lord," and
"Order my Stops." The power of
gospel was surprising, as their
voices resounded throughout the
chapel and they swayed from
side to side, resembling one giant mass moving uniformly. The
second song, "Call on the Lord,"
was a stirring rendition of what
Dr. Thorn remembers as a "good
old Baptist song." It was interesting to see religion practiced in
such a celebratory and exuberant fashion.
Following these three songs,the
choir took a break and Gilkes along
with two Colby students took the
stage to present a tribute to Paul
Robeson, the son a Presbyterian
minister who had run from slavery,
who was born one hundred years
ago on April 9th, 1898 and whose
memory is still strong amongst the
African American community. He

The gospel choir of the Union Baptist Church sang in the
chanel on Sundav.
graduated valedictorian from his second part began with "Total
class at Rutgers and also attended Praise," followed by "I've Got to
Columbia Law School in New York Tell Somebody" and "Its Right and
City. Robeson choose a career in Good." After these songs,the Colby
music and acting despite his aca- Sounds of Gospel joined in for the
Finale.
demic accomplishments.
Altogether the concert lasted
As Gilkes said, "He was convinced that there was a kinship be- over two hours; it was an educatween the peoples of the world in tional affair and allowing many
music." He was a talented musician audience members to learn a new
whobrought together peopleof dif- way to celebrate religion. For othferent races and nationalities with ers at Colby it was merely revishis powerful interpretations of Af- iting a community and family
activity that they have been a
rican American spirituals.
Before the second part of the con- part of their whole life. Gospel
cert, the audience was given a little music is a rich and active tradiunexpected treat. To the music of "I tion of the African American
Lovethe Lord,"the Liturgical Danc- community that speaks to all
ers of the choir performed a dance races and nationalities through
interpretation of the song. Then,the its musical energy and vitality.Q

In 1975, "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show" debuted in cinemas across the country. At first,
it was a complete box office failure; at least, until someone had
the idea of showing it at midni ght. Since then, it has become a
cult classic with midnight showings in almost every major city in
America.
Along with this late night
trend , audience participation
developed. At first, it was one or
two people in an audience of "serious" theatre go-ers screaming
out a couple of lines when they felt
witty enough. Now, many of those
lines have been canonized and are
use d each an d every weeken d
amidst live performances of the
film 's action in -front , of the screen.
Unlike certa in performance groups
who only try to go ''the full monty,"
"Roc ky"casts actually succeed. Live
shows are frequently r
isque, challenging the imagina tions an d moral
sensibilities of the audience. Somehow, however,they avoid the NC17 rating (just barely).
The question arises? why do
thousands of people pack themselves into theaters , wearing
next-to-nothing and screaming
obscenities at a film "which can-

lines from Dr. Frank N Furter's
songs: "Don't dream it; be it."
The film seems to survive wherever it lands. It awakens in its
viewers impulses they had only
entertained in the delirium of late
night existence. "People who
wou ld no t usual ly dress in some
crazy outfit with mad make-up,
you have an excuse. Even if you're a
pretty conservative person on the
outsid e you can say : 'I'm going to
Rocky Horror / It's a wonderful excuse to really let loose because it's
accep ted when you go there /' says
Melissa Knight '99, chief organizer
of the evenf and friend of the cast
members.
* After months of planning and
hoping, "The Rocky Horror Picture Show " finally made its way
t o May flower Hill, and has timewarpe d in t o the hearts of t he
Colby community. The renowned
cast from Harvard Square made
a special performance In Lovej oy
100 last Friday night. For Rockyphiles and virgins alike, fun was
had by all. Many Colby students
dressed-up for the event, even
taking the time to consult the
various prop lists (r ice, toast,
cards , newspaper, etc.). Knight
contributed to the mania by playing the ¦Mti] pf ¦.;,' ihe: ¦;famous

Echo photo by Nathan Curtis
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Despite the fact that most of
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gins (that is, those who have
never seen a live performance of
the film), everyone participated ,
time warping as if. it were a normal thing to be doing on a Friday
night. "I think some people were
just shocked into laughter at first
and then just started to have a
good time and get into it," added
Kn ight. The cast repaid its audience accordingly, giving a highenergy performance that their
viewers will never forget:
In all respects, the evening
was a complete success. Cast
members were overjoyed by t he
au dience re sponse an d expr essed
f requent ly a t t he cast ' par t y how
wonderful it would be to return.
Knight, speaking to the cast after
the show said that, "they were
real ly impresse d that a lot of
peop le dressed up an d d ance d ,
really openling] up to something
different." This, of course, begs
the question: will they return?
Ms. Knight has expressed a willingness to organize another
showing next year. Perhaps now
that Colby has had a taste of t hose
sweet transvestites from Transsexual Transylvania, that dream
may become a reality soon
enough. Please, Colby, "let's do
the time warp again!"Q
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were capable of doing;the concert
BY JIM MCGRATH
right,but waver^betweensuccess
StaffWriter
and just shortof it
But that's not to say there was
the
Colby
Though
Collegium nothing to enjoy about the concert
Musicum usually have very high The format 'Musicfor a Venetian
standards for themselvesand their Vespers," with a music selection
performances, giving some of the madetip from a (loose)versionof a
bestperformancesColby offers, last religious service as it might have
Saturday's concert wasa little sub- beenperformed in the17th century,
wasparticularly impressive Overpar.
Part of the problemmight have all the effect, despite the historical
,was
been lack of attendance, which is imcx^iradesBoi^erdingnoted
one
of
historical
immersion
,
almost inevitableat the end of the
and for
year,withalltheseniorrecitalshap- once LorimerChapel didn't seem
placeto holdaoonpeningsodosetogether.Or maybe likearidiculous
o
ff-day.
cert
the Collegiumf a s thad an
There were good musical
Whatever the reason, the enthusiasm just didn't seem to be there.A moments as well. In addition
fewofthemembersreally
seemedto to the previously-mentioned
enjoy themselves, including Todd "Magnificat ," most of the
Borgerding,thedirector,butfor the chants were excellent. The"Somostpartexpressionsweredour.A nata terza ," performed by
small audiencecan be disappoint- GretchenFaulkner'98and Music
ing,but an ensemblecan also take AssociateMaryJoCarlsenon vioadvantageof theintimacya smaller lin and Borgerding on organ,was
groupaffordsanddrawthelistenersone of the highlights of the confurther into the musicthan a huge cert,and CarolineRosch 'OTsperformance of "Laudate dominum
concert wouldnormally allow.
Musically ,theooncertwasalittle in Sanctis ejus"was outstanding.
So should last Saturday lower
rocky. Certain pieces, in particular
the final "Magnificat a 6 voci," expectationsfortheCollegium?Not
sounded quite good, but others really. They're one of the best perseemedweak.Thehigh voiceswere forming groups on campus and
occasionally muddy and the bal- though they may have been a little
ance of the lowvoices wasn't great off lastweekend,therewereenough
And the recorders seemed momentsto demonstrate their pounconfident; they got the pitches tential. One cannot help but look
right, but the tone was poor. The forward tohearingfrom themagain
performers demonstrated that they nextyearO

M BRADLEY S. REICHEK
Staff Writer ;
Capping a series of brief performances this semester, the
Colbyettes presented one of their
most successful Spa concerts in recent, history last Thursday night as
they premiered a series of new
songs showcasing the talent of old,
new and returning members.
Joining the Colbyettes were the
ever-popular Bluelights, who, unfortunately, did not seem to be at
their best level. Many remember
their successful invitational just a
month agowheremany of the same
f
Echo photo by Krishna Smith
songsperformed. Forwhatever rea- The Colbyettes give their last performance of the year.
son, however, they seemed to be
nervous. At times,their eyes wandered from the audi- thine own self be true." Rather than trying to obtain
ence to the floor. In addition, a lot of tension could be laughs through mindless skits (humor exterior to the
detected in some of the voices. Despite thisperfor- nature of the a capelia medium),they entertained in
mance, one has no reason to doubt that theyWill be at the way that was pleasingly natural.
By far, however, the best song of their set was "I
their best forin in their final performance this week. ¦
The Colbyettes quickly assumed their positions at Can't Make You Love Me," with a beautiful solo perthe helm. It was truly wonderful to see many of the formance by Melissa Trachtenberg '99. Trachtenberg
faces that had recently returned from studying abroad skillfully and emotionally delivered perhaps one of the
first semester. Nicole FaUat '99 and Karen Smith '99 best vocal performances seen this semester. It was esboth gave engaging and energetic performances. The pecially touching seeing as many of the voices so beauonly problem to be found is perhaps in the movements tifully combined would probably never be heard toof the soloists,which seemed to be alittle too forced at gether again. The Colbyettes had no need to make the
times. Laurel Genetti '00, though her solo was per- audience love them; it was clear they already did.
formed beautifully, seemed like a bird wanting des"They chose songs really good for them," conperately to fly away home. cluded audience member Greg De St. Maurice '00.
,
"Titanic"
Each song performed seemed to be tailored perCelineDion's "My Heart will Go On "the
theme song, was definitely one of the night's perfor- fectly for the Colbyettes. Very seldomly could one
mance highhghts. Though seriously practiced and per- charge that the sound was foreign or forced. It was
formed as any of the other songs in their performance, a performance the Colbyettes could certainl y be
this song became an ingenious vocal skit, leaving the proud of. One can only imagine what wonderful
audience in stitches. Polonius says in "Hamlet," "To things we will hear next year.Q
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The following is a list of Campus Committees that need student representation.Fill out the application and return it to
SGA tf Q Brad Sicchitano, no later than Friday, May 8, 1999, If you have any questions or would like further information,
contact Brad Sicchitanovia emailat bdsicchi@colby.edu or at extension 3451.
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Academic
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matters affecting educaticmid poiky.Actsu^
or additions.
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tte presto
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study in Ueu of two or three courseseachsemesterof their senior year
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Independent majors.
Information
technologyCommittee'. Advises the president and the director
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services« i»llcyis*uesrelated to
t&nry Committee.A/toim
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College Affairs Committee:Reviews, evaluate *, and makes recommendations
concerning any aspect of lifeat Colby (exceptcuniciiiiin, academic
requi rements, and issues imcfcrjurisdktiooof other cominittees ).

Committedim^

AdmissionsiindFinmcial Aid Res&mM
of admissionspolicy. Alsorecommends and reviews financial aid policy,
(Positionsopen for Class of '98 only)
AthleticAdvisory:Overviews the directionof athleticsfrom varsit yto
club spoils.
fumrte
&totor *A subcommittee
t
Scholars. (Positions open
for current Bunche Scholarsonly)
and
Cotoy AlcoholResetwth Educatim(CME) : l *vt&i^
alcoholuse M (^by and distributes fkidings accordingly.
Cultural EventsCommittee:Develops the campus-widelecture programming ,
including Spotlight Lectures.
Hamsm MAdvisoryOmup.Vto^i
harassment ,developspoliciesand proceduresto deal with diem.
HeaUh tore Advisory.
M&kttxn
Xa ^
Health Center. Aiin Mp *itti_yytffty mymwHiiw <*im*iiwiM* t<wam health
center.
Jn tercolle$eCooperativeCowictt: Meets with reprera
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BASEBALL, from page 12

LETHARGIC, from page 7

him in from second. Gonzalez scored again fromthird on
a catcher's throwingerror. . v
With the score4^ in 1^
the ball out of the infield with a runner on third and no
outs. Suffolkscored the gamewiiinerin thebottom of the

canfind timeto erect newbuildings,raise anotherhunched
million dollarsfor the endowment,becprne-oneof the best
way^in
wiredscheolsinthecptutitryifindhewtodeffident
whichto waste paper and time,and chargeand exorbitant
amountof moneyfor youtocomehere,the least weall can
doisfintd somewaytoexpldtaUbf this.
{
Remember, it's all here for us to abuse,so why hot
go out there and piss off everyone with our views
instead of joking around about them over a game of ;
campus golf? A few people write their thoughts in tMs
paper every week and sometimes, like rhe,; theyare)
even right, but think of how much mn and anarchy
would be on this campus if everyone did it. This
school is ours to make of it what we will. If people
continue to just shoot off at the mouth without releasing their ideas to the public, then we'll never grow. I
don't know about you, but after my four years here,
I've grown about threeor four inches. Some first years
grow about fifteen pounds their first year. This being
true, as a community,we probably don't really have
that far to go.Q

". ''WeplayedweUagaindefeiisiyely butdidh'tresrwhd
at theplate in the sixth or seventh innings/' said Dexter.
Pitchier Alex Parillo '99 went the distance for Colby,
notching four strikeouts and walking one.
Tri captain ScdttWelch '98wastheoffensivestandout
on the afternoon, stringing together four hits over the
day's two games.
(^Ibyenjoyedlcwld^
this week, the first erf the yearfor the Mules, Colby is 2-0bh
Mayflower Hill sqiar this season.
,''saidBrian
''Weheedtotiyandestablishakillerinstinct
DiBello '99. 'Wehavetosaatch andchwforeyeiyiun.''
"Weare lookingfbr a sweepthis week/'said Dexter. <Tm
veryproudof this group;theydon't quitThereare still plenty
of goalsleft for usto achievethisyear."Q
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Thinking of a Career in Medicine?^

Ryan Kelly '01 and Tyrone Bou caud '00
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Kelly netted f ive goals in the men's lacrosse team's victory over Connecticut College. The Mules hadn't toppled
the Camels in eight years. Kelly earned himself NESCAC
Player of the Week for his performance.
BoucaUd, who has been brilliant in the hurdles this year,
set a new Colby record in the 110 meter hurdles with his
time of 15.27 seconds, crushing a 30-year old record . He then
smashed the school record in the 400 meter hurdles, breaking last year's record with his time of 54.70 seconds.
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Farrell Burns '98
Burns won ^^ff^^^^^^^P^^ the 3C00 meter races
at the NESCAC meet uuM^BMe also anchored the 4x800
meter relay team that fini^^^pcond , earning her "Outfo^iance '^^sognition.
standing Female
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Bur ns cru ises as team take s third at NESCAC s
BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

Farrell Bums '98 once again
showed why she is perhaps Colby's
bestfemalerunnerinrecentmemory
last weekend at the NESCAC track
arid field championships at
Hamilton College in Clinton, NY.
Burns, a native of Clinton,
electrified the competition by
sweeping the 1500m and 3000m
races. She also anchored the
Mules' second place-finishing
4X80Qm relay team to earn Outstanding Female Performer honors for the meet.
Colby finished a respectable

third place with 130.5 points,just
a point and a half behind
Bowdoin at 132. Middlebury won
the meet with 193.5 points.
"We v^ere hoping for second
place, so the finish was somewhat disappointing," said head
coach Deb Aitken. "Not to take
anything away from Middlebury
and Bowdoin. They had very
good meets."
Burns' effort in the 4X800m
relay helped the team of Sara
Toland '00, Nicole Neault '00,
Jeannine Bergquist '00 and Burns
set a new school and NESCAC
record in the event with a time of
9:28.64. The old mark set in 1986
was 9:29.54.

"When Jeahnihe handed off to
Farrell the race was even," said
Aitken. 'Though (Bums) was beat
in that race,she came back and beat
the same runner in the 1500."
Burns developed a strategy in
the 1500 and carried it over to the
3000 to win that event as well.
After starting out with the front
runners, she fell back in the pack
to maintain a pace slightly behind the leaders. Burns won both
her individual events in the final
100 meters, capturing the 1500 in
a time of 4:45.28 and the 3000 in
9:18.92.
"Farrell certainly had quite a
performance," said Aitken. "We
were hoping she would place

Sports Editor

The women's lacrosse team
got two much-needed wins Saturday and Tuesday, downing
Plymouth State and in-state rival
Bates in games that rebuilt the
team's confidence and may have
set them back on track.
On paper, the team looked a
lot like the Plymouth State squad
going into their game Saturday
afternoon. The Panthers were 74. The Mules were 6-5.
However, after their mudd y
Echo photo by Melanie Guryanski battle Saturday, Colby obliterThe Mules ended a f ive-gameskid, bashing PlymouthState20-2. ated any suggestion that the two
teams were even close to being
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has bounced back from its

slump. "We had a mental
breakdown after the Trinity
game," said Ayers. "I think
that game had some lasting
eff ects. It may have shattered
our confidence and it just took
us a little bit to get back."
'
¦
The Mules continue to be
I
ranked nationall y, even after
their slump. Colby is ranked 20th
B^^^^^ B^^^^^^^ B^^ WS ^^ W? ^?^^^
in the country, behind six other
NESCAC teams. The squad looks
towards the ECAC tournament
to cap off a strong season.Q

EBEM

For Colby only: $5.00 minimum
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Wednesday against Bates (36), the team proved themselves
much better than the Bobcats,
beating them 9-2 with a strong
defensive performance.
Bates' speedy attack was unable to execute in the face of the
Mule defense, and Ayers had another strong performance.
The Mule offense managed to
produce, even without moving
the ball as flawlessly as they
would've liked. A sign of resilience, the Mules stayed focused
and scored what Ayers referred
to as "some really great goals."
It looks as though the team

for Colby!!

Free Delivery • Dine In •¦ Pick Up

\
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purchase
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on par. The Mules blew the Panthers away, beating them 20-2
and ending a five-game skid that
began April 10.
Erika Ayers '98 stopped 11 of
13 shots in the net, compared to
Lisa Goldberg and Brenna
Matarazzo , who combined to
stop only 12 of 32 shots for the
Panthers.
The Mule offense was anchored by Allison Birdsong '99,
who netted five goals , and Angela Pappas '01, who added four
more goals in the victory. Jen
Dolle '00 (3 goals), Abby Healy
'99 (2 goals), Nicki Furek '00 (2
goals), and Louisa Williams '99
(2 goals) also netted multiple
goals for the Colby offense.

Open Late Night |
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placed sixth in the SOOOmyahd
Mandy Cochran '01 finished foiirth
in the long jump and seventh in the
high jump. Thrower Karen Hoch
'00 placed second in the discus and
fifth in the shotput.
''Welmdalotofp^oplescorepoints
for us. Many people turned in strong
performahces/' said Aitken.
Next up for Colby willbe this
weekend's Division III New England championships at Connecticut College.
"The competition is really going to be tough, with top teams
such as Wheaton; Brandeis, and
Smith," said Aitken. "If we can
finish in the top eight, we'll be
doing very well."Q

Women's lax brin gs slump to hal t
BY MATT APUZZO

" I

third or fourth. What she did exceeded all expectations."
Toland also turned in a fine performance with a win in the 5000m.
Karen Felmley '01 rounded out the
list of individual Colby victors,taking gold in the javelin.
Other Mule standouts included Kate Isley '01, who finished sixth in the heptathalon arid
qualified for ECACs, Faith
Anderson '00, who placed fifth
in the long jump and high jump,
sixth in the shotput, and seventh
in the 100m hurdles, and tri-captain Stephanie Andriole '98, who
took fourth in the shotput, fifth
in the hammer and sixth in the discus. Tri-captain Chris Kennedy '98
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#15 Colby trounc es #14 Conn , 20-12
"We proved that we're a team that can play in any
condition today, " said Jay Cuenca '99, his ear caked in
Sports Editor
dry blood, his hair wet with rain and perspiration.
The Mules proved more than just that Saturday.
Three years ago, Brian Frank '98 didn 't imagine the They proved that they never give up. Thomas Buchanan
men's lacrosse team would ever be where it was Satur- '99 embodied that when he dove to the ground and
day afternoon - on the cusp of national competition. . batted a rebounded shot into the net in the fourth
"We've come a long way," he said, shortl y after the quarter.
Mules handed the Connecticut College Camels a 20-12
Colby pummeled Camel gpaltender Chris Bailey
loss. "There were five
times as many fans out
there today, in the rain
and cold,then there ever
were my freshman
year. "
The number of fans
isn't the only thing that
has changed in those
three years . The 1995
team finished only three
games over .500, going
9-6 on the season. This
year 's squad isll-2 with
two games left and is
playing its best lacrosse
of the season. The team's
defense is arguabl y the
best in New England ,
and its offensemoves the
ball faster than almost
any other team. ,
The Mules took that
speed and intensity to
Echo photo by Melanie Gutyansky
the mudd y Seavern ' s Colby's offense toppled the Camels for the
f irst time in 8 years.
Field and toppled oneof
their premiere rivals. The Camels had better ed the with shots . Bailey, who led the NEbCAC in goalsColb y squad for the past eight years , usuall y by large against-average , stopped only four shots all afternoon.
margins.
The defense alsb shut down NESCAC leading scbrer
"None of our games with [Colby] were ever close," Parker Sides, giving him only four looks at the net.
said Fran Shields, coach of the Connecticut team. "I
As Colby rounds out its season against Bowdoin
have to hand it to them. They learned from every single and Babson, the possibility of a first ever NCAA berth
game they played with us and they just came out and is eminent.
beat us. Ihey beat us on the ground , they beat us in the
"A tri p to the NCAAs would just be the finale ," said
air. They just beat us."
Ben Johnston '98, who didn 'tlose a faceoff Saturday - as
The Camels opened up the game with the first goal, was evident by the purple hue in his leg, the caked
but it was all Colby from then on in. R yan Kelly '01 blood on his knees, and t he mud all over his body.
netted three goals in the first quarter - he would finish
Matt Williams '99 (2 goals, 3 assists) echoed those
the game with five. The Mules outscored their oppo- remark s. "National competition is the ultimate goal for
nents 6-1 in the first and never trailed after the first goal; any team," he said .
Even as t he field turn ed mudd y, Colby dominated
No matter what hap pens, this team will be rememin every aspec t of the game. They moved t he ball fast er bered as one of the best ever. A victor yover Middlebur y
an d dr opped t he ball less t han the Camels, and it earlier in the year helps solidif y them as one of the
showed, especially as fatigue set in. The Mules aver- premier teams in the NESCAC. Saturday 's game wa s
aged a goal every 32 seconds during their six-goal tear just another example of the squad' s har d work a nd
in the third quarter. J eff Boyer '00 (3 goals), Lyle Brad- determination.
ley '99 (3 goals), and Jeremy Barron W (2 goals) con"This is the kind of game that doesn't jus t make a
tributed offensively to the winning effort.
season, it makes a career /' said Johnston. Q

BY MATT APUZZO

Runners finish 3rd
BY TIM FOLEY & ADAM

WESTAWAY

Staff Writer & Contributing
Writer
It had been four years since
the Colby men's track teani finished as high as third at the
NESCAC championships However, leading up to this year 's
championship meet, many felt
that Colby would return to their
position in the top three. Other
teams speculated that Colby had
peaked too early in the season ;
after defeating Bates, Bowdoin,
and Tufts squads earlier in the
year. However , Colby performed
well against a tough field, and
took third place at the NESCAC
Championships , held last Saturday and Sunday at Hamilton. For
much of the meet Colby was even
contending forthechampionship.
With only eight events remaining Colby held an 11 point advantage over second place. Late
charges by Bowdoin and Williams, however , dropped Colby
to third in the final standings.
The men had a strong showing, achieving 19 personal bests
as well as season best times for
the 4x100 meter and 4x400 meter
relays . Among those personal
records were two set by Tyrone
Boucaud '00 in the 110 meter high
hurdles and the 400 meter intermediate hurdles. Boucaud was
also a member of the winning
4x400 relay team (along with
J ared Beers '01, Coji Watanabe
'01 andEmilThomann '00), which
finished in first place with a season best time of 3:22.91 seconds.
Boucaud' s record of 15.27 seconds in the 110 meter hurdle s
broke a 30 year old record , and
his time of 54.70 seconds in the
400 meter hurdles broke the
recor d set last year by St eve
Suomi. Jamie Brewster '00 took
home Colby's other first place
finish of the weekend , with a toss
of 181' in the hammer throw.

Taking home a second place
finish for Colby was the 4x100
relay team, composed of Beers,
Thomann , Chris Bunge '99, and
Dan Martin '01. They ran a season best time of 43.24 seconds.
Also finishing second in their respective events were Thomann
in the 400witha seas6hb est4,9.59
seconds; Will Barron 'QQ iii the
shotput (47'3/4"): and ihe discus
(season best 141") and Adam
Westaway '00 in the tri ple jump
(season best 4411 1/2" ). Colin
Mckee '01 also scored big points
in the jumps for Colby, finishinjg
3rd in the long jump (20'4 § and
Sth inthe highjump (5'10" ).Jared
Beers took 4th in the . 400 (season
best 50.31 seconds) and 5th in the
200 (22.79 seconds). Fifth place in
the hammer throw went to Craig
Jude '99 with a throw of 146'7" ,
and' 6th place in the discus went
to Nate Laing 'OO with a throw of
133'. . •
Coach Jim Wescott was extremel y pleased with Colby's
third place finish. "It' s nice to be
badc near the top of the NESCAC,
nbt having been in the top three
since 1995," he said. "I think our
success stemmed ' from a great
team effort , as evidenced by so
many personal bests, as well as
great individual efforts , especially Tyrone's incredible day."
Captain Chris Bunge echoed
Wescott' s sentiments.
"I think some teams thou ght
we had peaked too earl y in the
season and wouldn 't be in contention at this meet/' said Bung e.
"I think that our performance certainly shows that that isn't true ,
and it looks like we should have
many more impressive performances this weekend. "
This Saturday, Colby w ill
host the State Championships.
Colby has a good chance of
taking home the title over
Bates/ Bowdoin and the University of Southern Maine , all
teams which they have beaten
earlier in the season.?

Baseb all too much for Bowdoin , too little fox Suffolk
BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

Colby head baseball coach Tom
Dexter knows wha t if s like to work

through the growing pains that come
with coaching a young team. Thafs
becausehe's exper
iencing them right
; ¦
'
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Lack of consistency has been the
tell-talesignfor the squad thissprin g,
and this past week was the perfect
indicator.Colby fell to DivisionI opponen t UMaine on Tuesda y in
Bangor , 17-^,bu t recovered two days
later to out distance CBB-riy al
x;
Bowdoin at home, 7-6.
Coming off a win versus the Polar
Bears, the Mules seemeddetermined

to extend their success into the form
ofa winning streak. However,inwhat
app ears tobearecurringtheme,Colby
fa iled tomeett hechallengepresented
by 23-7 Suffolk Saturday at MIT, The
Mules dr opped both games of a
doubleheader to brin gthe team to 9;
14 oh the season.
7 . . v y'We've placed verywell at times
defensively, but Offensivel y we've
been str uggling/" said Dexter, whose
team's batting average stood at .260
after the weekend.
"We need to get more aggressive
at the plate early in the count," said
assistant coach Chap Nelson.
Aga ins t Bowdoin , t he Mules
snared a victor y in a one-run affair , a
featwhich has proved elusivein similar dose games this spring.

Colby rallied after being down 4Colby increased its advan tage to
0 going into the fifth inning when the 7-4 in the seventh when Ben Stickney
host s scored five in the bottom half of '00 connected for an RBI single.
the frame.
Stickney's hit was followed by a
fielder 's choice tha t brought in one
'
•' ¦ "¦'' •ffl
more score,
Bowdoinshookstar terKr isKeelty
'99 for two more runs in the eighth to
closethedef icitt oone,bu tt hat would
be all the Bears would muster. Keelty
finished off a complete game performance with nine strikeou ts and four
walks to improye his record to 3-3
TricaptainGregDomareki ^ini- witha3.29 :ERA ^V^^ •-y' ' ;^^' : i ; : ;;^ '' ;V
tiated the comeback with a two run
"Kris just shut them down which
scoring double ,The Mules later capi- allowed us to rally after the¦ fifth/'
talized on an inAelid erro r, an RBI Bd& De^.;] 'f f l 'Zxffl :^ '¦¦:.; ': ¦ ,} •'
groundou t, and a bases loaded walk
The Mules a^
by first baseman Bill Goldman '01 to stingy defensiveeffor t,especiallylate
plate an additional three runs ;
In -Ihe doitiiEMrt *-

"We turne dthree double plays in
the last four innings," said Nelson.
'That really helped us out a lot/* i
Against Suffolk , Colby put ' togetheras trong firstouting.TlieMules
came up just short by a count of 5-4,
but fellapart intheday'ssecondgame,
never posing a threat in a 19-2 defeat.
In the opener , Colby was behind
2<)inthethirdwhenoutfielder Miguel
Gonzalez '01 ripped one of his two
triples in the game. Gonzalez eventuaUy scored from third topu tt heMules

^¦ti i
e ^i^

setti ng the stage for ano ther Colby

rally in the fifth. Third basemanLou
DiStasi'01 came through with anRBI
double, just before Gonzalez tripled
See BASEBALL
on page • 10
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